The first time I saw Joe Butterfield was at a case conference, wearing a rather elegant camel hair sport jacket with his, as I was later to learn, then omnipresent "Ski Country, USA" pin in his lapel. I don't recall what he was talking about, only that his comments matched his appearance. Both were elegant. I remember asking, "Who is that guy?" No rumpled academic, this fellow. No affectation of equivocation or qualification, either. He was plainly a man who knew his mind and was on a mission. He was selling ideas.
As I grew to know Joe, I became aware of his considerable academic accomplishments. He had a number of publications in prestigious medical journals early in his career. Only some of us learned that and then only as we encountered the articles one by one. Joe never spoke about the past. He was too excited about the future.
He had enormous concern for babies, but more in the plural than the singular. Although he knew a great deal of clinical neonatology, he limited his involvement to the occasional penetrating observation. His compassion was more evident in systems of care than at the individual bedside. The anguish that he and his wife Perry felt as their newborn daughter Brigid lay on the other side of a window during months of hospitalization for treatment of a sacrococcygeal teratoma became a passionate commitment to open nurseries, then a radical concept. Joe did not allow himself to become exasperated with one problem at a time. He saw the pattern in problems and saw the solution, too, as a pattern. Change the system and one day the problem simply disappears.
Joe was a puzzle to those accustomed to traditional academic approaches, especially to those of us just beginning our careers.
One might imagine what we residents thought of bringing the Air Force equivalent of a DC-9 down from a base in Nebraska to move a baby to Denver from anyplace close to a runway. We thought about showmanship. We thought about taxpayer's money. We thought about "big plane, small baby." What we didn't understand was that this, too, was idea selling. Joe had to demonstrate that it was important to move babies to a facility where they could get the best care. He knew that people would think, "That's a little excessive. Surely we can find something more reasonable than the United States Air Force to move one baby." He was, of course, correct. Those who understood his efforts to move mountains (literally, in Colorado) in order to move babies supported his efforts to create one of the first regional neonatal air-ground transport teams in the country. One can imagine what the residents and fellows thought when Joe transformed Ski Country, USA into Newborn Country, USA. The parallel to selling was pretty clear. And Joe knew exactly what he was doing and where he was going.
The trail led to the famous AMA policy statement on regionalization of neonatal care, to the March of Dimes document on the same topic, to the Perinatal Section of the American Academy of Pediatrics, to the Section's Apgar Award, and more recently to the Apgar stamp and the Apgar String Quartet. Extreme methods? Occasionally. But to borrow from a 60s campaign slogan, Joe felt that extremism in the service of perinatal medicine was no vice.
I have been around Joe off and on for 30 years. I have had the privilege of being his resident, his fellow, his colleague, the Chair of his Department of Pediatrics and recently the recipient of an Endowed Chair in his name. A number of us have also had the experience of seeing Joe as part of a firmament of Gordon and Taylor and Lubchenco and Battaglia and Meschia. Three of them, like Joe, are Apgar awardees. The other two would be if we had emeritus and obstetrics categories. What distinguishes Joe is first an extraordinarily insightful and creative intellect. Joe sees things that the rest of us simply don't see and can't imagine. Another characteristic that has become clearer to me in recent years, as I have watched Joe increase the value of the Festschrift Commentary 
